Graduate School Application for
Organization of Tropical Studies/Tropical Biology Association
Graduate Course Fellowship

The University of Kentucky Graduate School considers applications for fellowship funding for Organization of Tropical Studies (OTS) or Tropical Biology Association (TBA) courses. The Graduate School will pay recipients’ OTS or TBA tuition cost, up to the amount of $2,500.00. Typically, the Graduate School funds one or two students per year.

Applications should be turned in to the Graduate School Funding Office, 203 Gillis Building, Campus 0033. Applications must be turned in at least 10 days prior to the due date on the OTS/TBA tuition bill.

Award disbursement is contingent upon acceptance of the applicant to either OTS or TBA and priority registration in UK course work for the appropriate semester and/or the following fall semester (for summer travel). Award disbursement is at the discretion of the Graduate School and not guaranteed.

Name ____________________________ Signature ____________________________

Student ID __________________________ Date ____________________________

Program __________________________ E-mail ____________________________

Lexington Address __________________________________________________________

Name of OTS or TBA Course __________________________________________________

Course Date __________________________________________________________________

Expenses in U.S. dollars _________________________ airfare ________________________ tuition ________________________

Director or Graduate Studies: _________________________________________________

Signature __________________________ Date ____________________________

Attach:

___ OTS or TBA acceptance notification
___ OTS or TBA tuition cost documentation

Graduate School Approval: Yes _____ No ______

Signature __________________________ Amount $ ____________

05/2009